Solve®

SEATING

TOTALLY COOL. COMPLETELY YOU.
If you want to make a powerful statement, simply have a seat. Solve’s geometric ReActiv back
creates a contemporary look, while the ilira-stretch mesh back is a great choice for a softer,
more relaxed feel. Add upholstery in a variety of colors to match your selection to your workplace
vision. Optional arms and lumbar support put the power of customization back in your hands.
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A-C. WHEREVER WORK HAPPENS
Designed to adapt to any body type,
it responds to your natural movements to
provide continuous comfort. This makes it
feel right at home anywhere, from private
offices to open, collaborative areas.
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D. TOTAL CONTROL
Solve offers three synchro-tilt control options,
ranging from the basic to the most advanced
synchro-tilt mechanism that supports a wider
range of postures.
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E. ACTIVE SUPPORT
Choose from fixed, height- and widthadjustable or all-adjustable arms to
enjoy customized support.
F. FINISHING TOUCH
Solve back frames are available in either
Black or Titanium to match any aesthetic.
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J-M. ONE HAPPY FAMILY
Optimal balance. Proper alignment. Total
support. This flexible seating family gives
everyone what they want from their chair,
making it the one chair to fit every need.
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G-I. UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS
Get the look that’s totally you. Start
with a choice of hundreds of HON seat
fabric selections. Then choose between
a ilira-stretch mesh back in five different
colors, ReActiv backs in Titanium or
Charcoal, or add one of six fabrics to your
ReActiv back for an upholstered look.
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